We consider competition between antibiotic producing bacteria, non-producers (or cheaters), and sensitive cells in a two-dimensional lattice model. Previous work has shown that these three cell types can survive in spatial models due to the presence of spatial patterns, whereas coexistence is not possible in a well-mixed system. We extend this to consider the evolution of the antibiotic production rate, assuming that the cost of antibiotic production leads to a reduction in growth rate of the producers. We find that coexistence occurs for an intermediate range of antibiotic production rate. If production rate is too high or too low, only sensitive cells survive. When evolution of production rate is allowed, a mixture of cell types arises in which there is a dominant producer strain that produces sufficient to limit the growth of sensitive cells and which is able to withstand the presence of cheaters in its own species. The mixture includes a range of low-rate producers and non-producers, none of which could survive without the presence of the dominant producer strain. We also consider the case of evolution of antibiotic resistance within the sensitive species. In order for the resistant cells to survive, they must grow faster than both the non-producers and the producers. However, if the resistant cells grow too rapidly, the producing species is eliminated, after which the resistance mutation is no longer useful, and sensitive cells take over the system. We show that there is a range of growth rates of the resistant cells where the two species coexist, and where the production mechanism is maintained as a polymorphism in the producing species and the resistance mechanism is maintained as a polymorphism in the sensitive species.
Introduction
Microbial communities are characterized by remarkable levels of species diversity suggesting a complex interplay between environmental conditions, nutrient sources, community structure and nature of interactions between species making up the community. The diversity of these systems has been widely studied. One study found that 1g of deciduous forest soil contains 1.5 x 10 10 bacteria spread across~4,000 different species [1] . Biogeographical analysis indicates communities vary widely based on geographical location and factors such as pH, and points to the existence of a wide range of complex and diverse ecosystems [2] . The maintenance of such bio-diverse microbial eco-systems is a central problem in ecology. a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
reduction in a to the point at which the producers can no longer compete with sensitive cells. We therefore consider a system in which produces of all rates a can arise due to mutations in the producer species. Non-producers are the limiting case of a = 0. We find that there is a stable state in this case in which a dominant producer with moderately high a coexists with a range of low-rate producers and sensitive cells. The presence of evolution of a and multiple producer strains does not lead to the loss of stability of the whole system. We also consider the possibility that a resistance mechanism evolves in the sensitive species. There are now two kinds of cheats in this system. Sensitive cells are cheats relative to resistant cells because they avoid the cost of resistance. Non-producers are cheats relative to producers because they avoid the cost of production. We show that there are conditions in which all four cell types P, N, S and R coexist. The resistance mechanism is maintained as a polymorphism in the sensitive species and the production mechanism is maintained as a polymorphism in the producer species. From a mathematical point of view, N and R are similar, because they are both resistant to the antibiotic and they both have a growth rate higher than P but lower than S. Biologically, they are different, because N can easily evolve from P by loss of the antibiotic production mechanism, whereas R evolves from S by a gain of the resistance function. When mutations are included (as in the later part of this paper), these strategies are different in the model as well, because N arises by mutations of P and R arises by mutations of S. These mutations appear in different spatial positions, which also affects their behaviour.
In all the cases considered here, coexistence of more than one cell type depends on the spatial structure. Ordinary Differential Equations describing well-mixed systems are qualitatively different from stochastic spatial models, as they predict that only one cell type survives. We will begin this paper by discussing why the well-mixed ODE models do not give coexistence. This also provides a way to summarize the differences between several possible ways of implementing a rock-paper-scissors relationship between cell types. After that, we define the stochastic spatial models that we use here, and present simulation studies of the evolution of antibiotic production and resistance mechanisms in these stochastic spatial models.
ODE models for three interacting species
The term rock-paper-scissors is used rather generally to describe three-species models in which each species beats one of the other two and loses to the third. However, there are several nonequivalent ways of defining ordinary differential equation (ODE) models of this type, and we wish to summarize these different ways before introducing the model we study in this paper.
The model of May and Leonard [24] is a rather general way to describe sets of interacting species:
Here, N i (t) is the concentration (number of individuals per unit area) of species i at time t, r i is the growth rate of species i, and α ij is the coefficient describing the effect of species j has on species i. Several types of behaviour are possible in this model. The outcome that is most relevant here is a heteroclinic cycle that moves around the boundaries of the phase space [25, 26] . The system spends most of its time very close to one or other of single-species equilibrium points, and very occasionally switches from one equilibrium to the next. This is only possible because the model is deterministic and allows arbitrarily small densities of each species to recover and become large again. In finite size populations, there can never be fewer than one individual in a population, and once a species is extinct it cannot reappear. Hence, the system is bound to go to one or other of the three single-species equilibrium states.
One well-studied model of this type is that of Reichenbach et al. [20, 21] , for which the ODEs may be written:
where T = N 1 + N 2 + N 3 is the total population density. The terms involving σ are further inhibitory interactions in addition to the effects of carrying capacity. The inhibitions occur in a cyclic fashion: 1 inhibits 2, 2 inhibits 3, and 3 inhibits 1. The deterministic infinite system will follow a heteroclinic orbit around the boundaries of the phase space, and a finite size population will tend to one or other of the equilibria with only a single species present. Reichenbach et al. [20] developed a lattice model whose well-mixed limit is equivalent to the ODEs of Eqs 2-4, but which shows spiral wave solutions in the spatial case that allow coexistence of the three species.
Another case of three species interactions is the production of colicin [6, 9] . In this case the system is composed of three E. coli types: a full producer, P, a non-producer (or cheater) N, and a sensitive type, S. The well-mixed system can be described by a set of ODEs:
where T = P + N + S is the total population density. Here, it is important that r P < r N < r S , and that only the S species is inhibited by the colicin production of P. Additionally, there is a linear death rate for each species, which is essential because otherwise T tends to 1 and no further growth is possible. If we begin with a mixture of P and S only, the system in Eqs 5-7 tends either to a state with only P or a state with only S, depending on how much P is initially present. However, if there is even a small amount of N present initially, then N always outgrows P, so P cannot survive. In the absence of P, S always outgrows N. Thus, if we begin from any state with non-zero densities of all three species, the system converges to a steady state with only S present, i.e. according to well-mixed models, antibiotic producers will always be destroyed by the evolution of non-producing cheaters, which will, in turn, be destroyed by sensitive cells. It has been shown by several authors [6] [7] [8] that in a spatial version of the colicin model, it is possible for all three species to coexist for certain ranges of the rate parameters. Patches of the three species move across the lattice and replace one another, but all three remain present in the long term. As with the Reichenbach [20] model discussed above, it is the spatial pattern formation that allows the three species to coexist. However, the patterns of spiral waves and the patterns of random patches that arise in the two cases are qualitatively different.
We now give the ODEs for the well mixed model for the evolution of the antibiotic production rate that we study here.
This is similar to the colicin model, but the following points should be noted. Here we are assuming that P and N are strains of a single species with intrinsic growth rate r 1 , whereas S corresponds to a second distinct species, with intrinsic growth rate r 2 > r 1 . The growth rate of P is reduced relative to N by the cost of antibiotic production ac, where a is the rate of antibiotic production by P cells, and c is the metabolic cost per unit of production. We count these two factors separately because we are interested in studying the evolution of the rate of antibiotic production. The parameter a is an evolvable property of producers that may be different in different producer strains, whereas c is a fixed property of the metabolic pathway for antibiotic production that cannot be changed (unless a completely different antibiotic molecule arises). The growth rate of sensitive cells in absence of the antibiotic is r 2 . When producers are present, this rate is reduced in proportion to the concentration of antibiotic, A. Producers produce antibiotic at rate a, and the antibiotic breaks down at rate b. Hence, dA dt ¼ aP À bA. We assume that a and b are both large relative to the rates of cell division, so that A reaches a steady state A = aP/b. This value of A is used in Eq 10, which avoids adding a separate ODE for A. This is a bacteriostatic case, where antibiotic reduces growth rate of the sensitive cells, rather than a bactericidal case, where the antibiotic increases the death rate (as was the case in Eq 7). Note that increasing a leads to a decrease in growth rate of both P and S.
We will now consider the dynamical behaviour of Eqs 8-10. Firstly, it is clear that there are stable equilibrium solutions for each of the three species separately. If only P is present, then T = P, and the equilibrium density of P is:
Similarly, the one-species equilibria for N and S are
If only P and N are present, N always outcompetes P. If only N and S are present, S always outcompetes N. If only P and S are present, there is a particular density, P = P 0 , where the growth rates of P and S are equal:
from which
The corresponding density S = S 0 at this point is
The point (P 0 , S 0 ) is an unstable fixed point. The system moves away from this point to the stable point for either P or S alone. The unstable fixed point only exists if S 0 > 0 (in Eq 16). This condition is true for values of a between a min and a max , where a min and a max can be determined by setting S 0 = 0 in Eq 16. When a approaches either of these two limits, the fixed point for P becomes unstable. In summary, when considering the two cell types P and S, the fixed point for S (Eq 13) exists for all a and is independent of a. The fixed point for P (Eq 11) exists for a min < a < a max and is a decreasing function of a in this range. The reason that P can only outcompete S in the intermediate range is that if a is too low, the there is too little antibiotic to inhibit the growth of S, and if a is too high, the metabolic cost to P outweighs the benefit of inhibiting S. Note that in the intermediate range, the P solution will only arise if there is sufficient P present initially. A small amount of P cannot invade a population of S in the wellmixed case. Similar behaviour is also seen in other two-species microbial models [27] [28] .
In the case where all three populations P, S and N, are present initially, the fixed point with only S (Eq 13) is the only fixed point that remains stable. The only-P point is unstable to invasion by N. The only -N point is unstable to invasion by S. All trajectories thus end up at the only-S point. The conclusion is that antibiotic production should not be evolutionarily stable according to this well-mixed model because the producers are always invaded by non-producing cheats, which are then outcompeted by the sensitive species. Understanding the evolution of antibiotic production therefore requires us to account for spatial interactions. The spatial version of this model will be described in the following section.
Description of the stochastic spatial model
We consider a square lattice (of size L = 1024×1024) in which each site can either be occupied by a cell or vacant. Cells may be either P, N or S. The growth rates of these cell types are r P = r 1 -ac, r N = r 1 and r S = r 2 -A loc , where A loc is the local concentration of antibiotic on the site. The local neighbourhood of a site consists of that site plus the eight neighbouring sites in the Moore neighbourhood. The local concentration at any site is therefore A loc = an P /9b, where n p is the number of producers in the local neighbourhood. In some cases, a resistant cell type, R, that is not affected by the antibiotic, is also included. Its growth rate is r R = r 2 -c R , where c R is the cost of resistance. Later in the paper, we will include the possibility of mutation between P and N types, and between S and R types, but mutations from P/N to R/S are not considered possible.
The model proceeds in time steps, δt. In each time step, each site on the lattice is visited once in a random order. If there is a cell on the site, it reproduces with probability r i δt, where i is the type of cell being considered. If reproduction occurs, a site is chosen at random from the eight surrounding neighbours. If the neighbour site is vacant, the new individual is placed in this site. If the neighbour site is already occupied, it remains occupied by its current cell type, and the new individual is discarded.
We set the death rate of cells to be v = 1 for all cell types. Therefore, 1 time unit is the mean lifetime of a cell. In each time step, each cell has a probability vδt to die, giving rise to a vacant site. Patches of cells spread and move across the lattice as a result of birth and death events. We do not consider motion of individual cells independently of birth and death.
The effect of antibiotic production rate and production cost on competition between P, N and S cell types
Simulations were performed on a lattice of 1024×1024 sites with δt = 0.01. Initially, sites were set randomly to be P, N or S with probability 5% each, and vacant with probability 85%. No R cells were present, and no mutation was possible. Simulations were run until only one cell type was present, or until a time t = 10,000 time units. Simulations were performed over a wide range of production rate a, and production cost c, with the other parameters being fixed at r 1 = 2, r 2 = 2.5, v = 1, and b = 10. Fig 1 shows several typical outcomes for different combinations of a and c, including cases where either S or P or N is the sole remaining cell type, and a case where all three remain present for a long time. There is a wide range of parameter values when all three types coexist. This occurs due to the formation of a spatial structure consisting of The evolution of antibiotic production rate PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205202 October 31, 2018 patches that are much larger than the individual lattice site-see Fig 2. On a local scale, there is cyclic dominance, where P replaces S, S replaces N and N replaces P. Hence, the patches move in space and time, but the overall system remains stable with three cell types.
There were some parameter combinations where the outcome was not always the same if the simulation was repeated. There is a tendency for the concentrations to oscillate, and sometimes the concentration of one cell type passes close to zero, especially at the beginning of the simulations before the spatial structure that stabilizes the coexistence is established. If one cell type dies, then one of the remaining cell types out-competes the other. Thus, the outcome can vary from run to run, even though the lattice size is quite large (1024×1024). To investigate the range of possible outcomes over the a-c parameter space, simulations were repeated 100 times for each a-c combination. The most frequent outcome from these trials, for each parameter set, is depicted by different colours in Fig 3. From Fig 3, it can be seen that if the production rate is too low, sensitive cells win for all values of c because they grow faster than producers and there is insufficient antibiotic to reduce their growth rate. If the cost of production is too high, then sensitive cells win at all values of a, because the high cost of antibiotic production reduces the growth rate of the producers to a greater extent than the reduction in growth of S by the antibiotic. It can also be seen that for c � 8 x 10
, there is a value of a above which S always wins. We know that too high a production rate is always detrimental for producers, because eventually the growth rate will fall below the death rate, in which case the producer would not survive even if there were no competition. Thus, there must be a value of a above which S always wins. For costs less than c = 8 x 10 −4 , this value is beyond the range of a that we were able to simulate. As long as the cost is not too high, there is an intermediate range of a where the three cell types coexist (depicted in grey). Close to the boundaries of this coexistence region, there are parameters for which the most frequent outcome is only P or only N. There are also cases (yellow) where S and P survive till the end of the simulation. This suggests that the fitnesses of these two cell types are close, and that the time required for one to out-compete the other is very long. Nevertheless, we expect that the outcome will always be either one cell type or three, after sufficient time.
Moving across Fig 3, for an intermediate value of cost c = 0.001, there are three principal regions where the outcome is predictable: S wins at low a, three cell types coexist at moderate a, and S wins at high a. The outcome is less predictable on the boundaries of the coexistence region. Fig 4 shows the frequencies of the different outcomes obtained from 100 trials for each value of a (with c fixed at 0.001). At both ends of the range, S wins in 100% of the runs (indicated by green bars), and in the central region, coexistence of all three cell types is observed in 100% of the trials (grey bars). The coexistence region is flanked by regions of variable outcomes. Fig 5 shows the time averaged concentrations for the cell types that survive at the end of the simulations. In the outer regions, where S wins, the S concentration is high and is independent of a (because there are no P cells). In the flanking regions the concentration of P is shown in the runs where P is the only surviving cell type. In the central coexistence region, as a increases, there is a greater advantage of N with respect to P. The ratio of N:P increases and the total The evolution of antibiotic production rate fraction P + N decreases. The value of the production rate that maximizes the producer concentration is the minimal value that permits coexistence. If the production rate is higher than this, it benefits the sensitive cells not the producers.
The effect of mutation between P and N Non-producers are likely to arise frequently within a producer population due to mutations that inactivate the pathway of antibiotic synthesis or secretion. We therefore added the possibility of mutation between P and N cells to the model in the previous section. For simplicity, mutation was assumed to be equally likely from P to N and from N to P. When either a P or an N cell reproduced, the offspring cell was changed to the other cell type with probability u = 10 −4
. No mutation was possible between S and the other cell types because these are different species.
Figs 6 and 7, with mutation present, are comparable to Figs 4 and 5, with no mutation. The presence of mutation simplifies the outcomes. It is no longer possible for either P or N to exist on its own. The only possible outcomes are S alone (which occurs either for high a or low a), or coexistence of all three types (which occurs for intermediate a). The flanking regions with unpredictable outcomes are much less prominent in this case.
Evolution of the rate of antibiotic production
In this section, we consider the evolution of the rate of antibiotic production a and the competition between strains of producers with different a . Fig 8 shows an example starting with producers of rate a = 110, non-producers (a = 0), and sensitive cells. This is a combination in which coexistence occurs and producers have a relatively high concentration (as shown in Figs  4-7) . After 5,000 time units we allowed producers to mutate between their initial production rate and a production rate of a = 50. After a short time, the non-producers went extinct, and the two producers remained in coexistence with the sensitive cells (as shown in Fig 8) .
We then considered simulations in which multiple types of producers are possible having all values of a in multiples of 10 between 0 and 200. We denote the producer types as P 0 , P 10 , The evolution of antibiotic production rate P 20 . . .P 200 , where P 0 is equivalent to N. We considered three initial conditions in which the following cell types were present: (i) P 150 , P 0 and S; (ii) P 200 , P 0 and S; (i) all types from P 0 to The evolution of antibiotic production rate P 200 and S. Simulations ran for 1000 time-steps without mutation, in order to allow the establishment of spatial structure. Mutation was then turned on among the producers with rate u = 10 . When a mutation occurred, the value of a was replaced randomly by one of the other possible values of a between 0 and 200. No mutation occurred between S and the P. In each case, these simulations evolved towards a stable state of coexistence of sensitive cells with multiple strains of producer. The time-averaged concentrations of the producer types are shown in Fig 9. The three initial conditions converge to similar end points. The most frequent producers are P 110 and P 100 , close to the values of a for which single producer strains do best in Figs 5 and 7. Producers with too high production rate do badly, since there is a growth rate penalty proportional to a, and there is no benefit to producing more antibiotic than necessary. There is a significant broad spread of low-rate producers across the range from P 0 to P 90 . These are cheats that can only survive due to the presence of P 100 and P 110 . This shows that evolution favours the spread of low-rate and zero-rate producers, but these cannot take over the population, and the mixture of low and high rate producers remains stable in the presence of the sensitive cells.
Introduction of a resistant cell type
In this section, we consider a resistant cell type, R, that belongs to species 2. It has a growth rate r R = r 2 -c R , independent of the antibiotic concentration, where c R is the cost of resistance (relative to the sensitive cells). In absence of mutation, the resistant cell type, R, is similar to a non-producer, N, because both have a growth rate between P and S. Thus, in absence of mutation, coexistence of the three types P, R and S can occur in a similar way to the three types P, N and S. Our objective here is to consider the case with four possible cell types P, N, R and S in the presence of mutations. In this case, it is significant that N evolved from a producer strain, so that mutations occur between P and N, but R evolved from a sensitive strain, so that mutations occur between S and R. Thus, R and N are no longer equivalent due to their distinct evolutionary origins, and it makes sense to consider both in the same simulation. From the point of view of species 2, the sensitive cells are cheaters. If resistant cells are sufficiently common, the producers will be kept to a low level, in which case there is an opening for sensitive cells that cheat by avoiding the cost of resistance.
We began with three cell types P, N and S and allowed the system to establish a spatial structure with coexistence. After 5000 time units, mutation was turned on between P and N, and between S and R, with mutation rate u = 1 x 10 −4
. We then determined whether the R type could invade the system and cause it to shift to a new steady state. As before, we set r N = r 1 = 2.0 and r S = r 2 = 2.5. With a = 110 and c = 0.001, the growth rate of the producers is r P = 1.89. We considered separate runs of the simulation with growth rates of the resistant cells in the range r R = 1.5-2.5, which corresponds to costs of resistance between 1.0 and 0.0.
For r R < r P , the resistant strain has the lowest growth rate. There is a near-zero equilibrium concentration of R, because resistant mutations cannot spread. For R to spread, it is necessary to have r R > r N , not just r R > r P . At r R = 1.9, we have r P < r R < r N . If there were no non-producer, the resistant strain could spread at this point. However, in the presence of non-producers, the resistant strain still cannot spread. For the data point at r R = 2.0, R and N have equal growth rates. Nevertheless, the mean concentration of R is still very low and much less than N. This is probably due to a spatial effect. As R cells are created by mutations from S, they usually appear in the middle of patches of S, where they cannot spread because r R < r S . On the other hand, N cells usually arise in the middle of patches of P, from where they can immediately spread due to their selective advantage relative to P.
When r R > r N the concentration of R cells becomes significant, but still remains low compared to S and P for the case shown in Fig 10. As R now outgrows both P and N, its presence has a significant negative effect on both these strains. Both P and N decrease in concentration as r R increases above 2.0. However, the reduction in the number of producers makes it easier for sensitives. Thus, the chief effect of increasing the growth rate of R is to increase S. There comes a point (close to r R = 2.3 in this example) where R causes the extinction of P and N. At this point, there is no benefit to resistance; therefore, the whole system is taken over by S. Finally, when r R = r S , there is no cost of resistance. Therefore, R and S are indistinguishable, and either can take over the population with a probability proportional to their frequency as expected in a neutral evolution scenario.
In summary, resistance mutations can persist only if the growth rate of the resistant strain is greater than the non-producing strain of the producer species, and not simply greater than the producing strain. Coexistence of all four cell types is possible for a limited range of resistant cell growth rates. In this range, the presence of the resistant strain has a significant effect on the balance between the other strains, even though the resistant cells remain fairly rare. Coexistence is not possible if the resistant cells grow too rapidly, because in this case, they cause extinction of the producers, and sensitive cells take over the whole system.
Discussion
Drawing on previous models of colicin and rock-paper-scissors systems, we have created a spatial model that allows for the study of interaction between producer, non-producer, sensitive and resistant cells. Although the coexistence of P, N and S types has been studied in many ways before, this paper deals more carefully with the way the costs and benefits of antibiotic production depend on the rate, a, of production in the producer species. Both the cost to the producer and the detrimental effect on the sensitive cells increase with a, and for this reason, coexistence of P, N and S occurs in an intermediate range of a (as shown in Figs 4-7) , which is a novel result of this paper. By allowing multiple strains of producers to evolve over a broad range of production rate, we have shown that producers with a moderately large production rate can survive against cheater mutations that cease production altogether and against mutations that gradually reduce production rate. In some cases this leads to stable three species cases with high-and low-rate producers and sensitive cells (as in Fig 8) . More generally, when continued mutations in the production rate are possible, we expect a distribution of strains to arise with a principle producer of relatively high rate and many strains with low or zero production rate that survive alongside the principle producer but do not eliminate it. This distribution is a novel result of the present model that should be testable in observations on naturally-occurring bacteria.
We have also shown that for certain parameter ranges, the four cell types P, N, R and S, may all coexist. A novel feature of our model is that N and R types are not equivalent when the evolutionary and spatial dynamics of the system is considered, because N evolves from P, and R evolves from S. This model is an example of the evolution of cooperation in two senses. Maintenance of the antibiotic production mechanism in species 1 requires that producers (cooperators) survive the competition of non-producers (cheats). Maintenance of a resistance gene in species 2 requires that the resistant cells (cooperators) survive the competition of sensitive cells (cheaters). Furthermore, both mechanisms can only be maintained when both species survive. If species 1 dies out, there is no benefit to resistance, and species 2 will become entirely sensitive. If species 2 dies out, there is no benefit to antibiotic production, and species 1 will become entirely non-producing.
A large variety of both antibiotic production mechanisms and resistance mechanisms is found in nature. The model we studied here identifies the minimal requirements for the sustenance of both producer and resistant phenotypes in a bacteriostatic model of microbial interactions-namely, a spatially distributed system in which there are local interactions between nearby cells. This allows for a patchy structure of cell types to emerge in which there can be cyclic dominance of three (or more) cell types. In a well-mixed model, neither resistance nor production phenotypes would be stable.
There are several more complex factors not included in our model that are likely to influence the survival of production and resistance mechanisms in the real world. The antibiotic molecule may diffuse over a range considerably wider than the cell size. The release of antibiotic into the environment may clear a wide space around the producer colony. Additionally, if the antibiotic had a long life-time in the environment, this would prevent colonisation by sensitive species of a region previously occupied by producer strains. The results presented here use a model where producers affect sensitive cells on neighbouring lattice sites only. One lattice site may be thought of as an effective range of the antibiotic (i.e. the typical distance that it diffuses before breaking down). We assumed that production and breakdown of antibiotic is rapid compared to cell division, so that the local antibiotic production is proportional to the local concentration of producers at the current time step. We have also studied a more complex model in which these assumptions are relaxed. In that model, diffusion of the antibiotic beyond nearest-neighbour sites is incorporated explicitly resulting in variable antibiotic concentration across the lattice. We keep track of the concentration of antibiotic on each lattice site since it affects the birth rates of P and S. We found that this model was much slower to simulate, because updating the antibiotic concentration on each site requires significant time, and because the spatial size of the patches becomes larger when the range of interaction becomes larger than nearest neighbour. This means that larger lattice sizes are required to get reproducible results, which also increases simulation time. We have obtained similar results to Figs 3 and 4 with the more complex model, but with fewer parameter combinations, and with a stronger influence of finite size effects. Therefore, we do not present these results here. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that incorporating diffusion explicitly in our model does not prevent multi-species coexistence.
A natural extension of our work would involve considering the effect of alternative mechanisms of antibiotic resistance on multi-species coexistence in the bacteriostatic model. An important factor for maintenance of resistance mechanisms is that they are often encoded by genes carried on plasmids. The horizontal transmission of resistance via plasmids would permit rapid spread of resistance in cases where sensitive cells experienced a sudden introduction of antibiotic, although in many cases where there is a stable level of antibiotic present, it would pay to transfer the resistance gene from a plasmid to the bacterial chromosome, because the cost of the resistance mechanism itself is likely to be much less than the cost of carrying the plasmid in the cell [29] . Resistance can also be conferred without horizontal gene transfer. For instance, certain microbes are capable of producing and releasing an enzyme that degrades the antibiotic [30, 31] . The spillover effect of degradation of the antibiotic by such species benefits the sensitive strains (cheaters) that can grow uninhibited in the antibiotic-free zone created around such degraders. In such cases, the diffusion of the antibiotic as well as the degrader enzyme is likely to affect the evolutionary dynamics of the multi-species systems.
Finally, stability of the microbial ecosystem should depend on the manner in which individual species utilize and compete for nutrients. A recent study [32] has shown that species diversity can be maintained if multiple species can utilize the metabolic by-products of other coexisting strains as nutrients in addition to the resource available in the ecosystem. Competition for nutrients, the efficiency with which individual species utilize available resources as well as inter-species conflict and cooperation are all likely to have a significant impact on the diversity and stability of microbial ecosystems.
